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Abstract. It is shown that an open map between 2-manifolds

without boundary that is the composition of n open simple (at most

two-to-one) maps is necessarily of order 2". Since w=z3 on the unit

sphere is of order three, this shows an open map cannot necessarily

be factored into a composition of open simple ones.

1. Introduction. In [1] K. Borsuk and R. Molski studied a class of

mappings, called the mappings of finite order. A mapping defined on a

space X is said to be of order =k if for any y in/(A'),/~1(j) contains at

most k points. They take particular interest in the mappings of order =2,

which are called simple maps. We shall also require that a simple map have

at least one point inverse with cardinality two. Borsuk and Molski provide a

number of examples of simple maps and pose several problems concerning

them. Among these is the question of whether or not there exists a con-

tinuous mapping of finite order which is not a superposition (composition)

of a finite number of simple mappings. In [3] K. Sieklucki shows that

every such map on a compact, finite dimensional space is such a super-

position and gives an example of a map of finite order on an infinite di-

mensional compact space which cannot be so reduced. J. W. Jaworowski

points out in [2] that an open simple map on a compact space induces a

continuous involution (and hence a homeomorphism) on the space and

vice versa. Thus there is a direct connection between the study of open

simple maps and that of homeomorphisms of period two.

By the singular set Bf of a map/from a space X onto F, we will mean

the set of all points in X where/is not locally one-to-one. In the case of

an open simple map on a compact «-manifold, Bf consists of the set of

singleton point inverses.
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2. Compositions of open simple maps. In [1] Borsuk and Molski defined

a map to be elementary if its domain is metric and if there exists a positive

number s so that for every two different points x and x', if/(.x)=/(x'),

then dix, *') = £- They then show that every elementary mapping over a

compactum is a superposition (composition) of a finite number of simple

mappings. They also raise the

Question. Does there exist a continuous mapping of finite order which

is not a superposition of a finite number of simple mappings?

Sieklucki has answered this in part with the following [3]:

Theorem 1 (Sieklucki). Every continuous mapping f of order ^k

ik^.2) defined on a compact n-dimensional space X is a finite superposition

of simple mappings.

He also gives an example of a continuous map of finite order defined on

a compact infinite dimensional space which is not a finite superposition

of simple maps. It thus seems natural to ask:

Question. Is every open mapping/ of order ^k ik^.2) defined on a

compact «-dimensional space necessarily a finite superposition of open

simple maps?

That this is not the case is demonstrated by the following:

Theorem 2. If the open map f between 2-manifolds without boundary is

the superposition of n open simple maps, then f is of order 2".

Proof. Suppose/=/„ °/«_i ° ' ' ' °fx, where/ is an open simple map

from Ai_x onto A( with A0 = A and A„ = B. Whyburn has shown that the

Ai will all be 2-manifolds [4, X, 4.4]. Since B has no boundary and the/'s

are open, the A¡s must also have no boundary. Whyburn has also shown

that/(iL.) is finite [4, X, 6.3] so that all but a finite number of the point

inverses of/ contain exactly two points. The proof proceeds by induction

assuming that any map between 2-manifolds without boundary which is

the superposition of «— 1 open simple maps has the property that all but a

finite number of point inverses contain exactly 2"_1 points. The map/will

then have its point inverses containing 2n points except for the (finite

number of) points in B=An where/,, has singleton point inverses or the

points (finite in number by the induction assumption) which are images of

points where/„_! ° • • • °fx has point inverses which are not of cardinality

21*""1. Thus the cardinality oif~xf(y) is 2" except at a finite number of y in

B and so/rs 2"-to-one.    D

Since a three-to-one map such as w=z3 on the unit sphere could not

consequently be a finite superposition of open simple maps, we have ob-

tained a negative answer to our question.
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Nevertheless, such factorings are sometimes possible, in which case we

will make use of the following theorem by Whyburn to obtain some in-

formation about the map [4, X, 7.3]:

Theorem 3 (Whyburn). If A and B are compact 2-dimensional mani-

folds without boundary andfiA) = B is a light open map of degree k O.e., is

k-to-one), then k%iB) — xiA)=kr—n, where r andn are the cardinalities of Y

and f~\Y), respectively, when Y is the set of all y in B such that /_1(j)

contains a point of A at which fis not locally topological (i.e., Y is the image

of the singular set off) and %(Z) represents the Euler characteristic of Z.

Theorem 4. If a k-to-one map between compact 2-manifolds without

boundary, A and B, can be factored into open simple mapsf, • • ■ ,fs, where

/- maps At_i onto A{ with A0=A and A=B, then kr—n=^fi=1 2i~1ri where

ri is the number of singular points off¿, r is the number of points in the image

of the singular set,fiBf), and n is the cardinality off-^fiBf).

Proof. As in Theorem 1, the A¡ will all be 2-manifolds without bound-

ary. Applying Theorem 2 to the maps/, we get 2xiAi) — xiAi_1)=2ri—ni

where «, is the cardinality off^xfiBf). Since Bf. is the set of all singleton

point inverses, «¡=r¿ and so 2x(A^ — %iAi_^) = ri. Theorem 2 also gives

us kr—n=kxiB) — xiA) = 2sxiAs)—xiA0). Thus we can prove our theorem

by showing that x(A0)=2sxiAs)— 2<=i 2!'-1/v If s=l this is true by our

earlier remark on /. Proceeding inductively, we assume that xiA0) =

28"1z(^s-i)-2fIÍ2¿-1ri. The result follows from the fact that 2xiA,) —

X(A>-i)-r,-    □

3. Periodic homeomorphisms and compositions. As we mentioned

earlier, Jaworowski has shown that an open simple map on a compact

space induces an involution and vice versa. Thus there is a direct connec-

tion between the study of open simple maps and that- of homeomorphisms

of period 2. Since the singular set of an open simple map on a compact set

is the set of singleton point inverses, it corresponds to the fixed point set

of the induced involution. The corollary to the next result indicates there

is also a relationship between homeomorphisms of period 2* and maps

which can be factored into open simple ones. The author wishes to thank

the referee for his assistance in the following proof.

Theorem 5. Let h be a periodic homeomorphism of period plp2 ■ ■ ■ pk

defined on a space X. Then the orbit map f associated with h can be written as

the superposition of k open maps of orders pu p2, • ■ • ,pk.

Proof. In general if a group G acts on a space X and 77 is a normal sub-

group of G, then the quotient group G/77 acts on the orbit space A7H in a

natural way and induces the bijection g from XjG to (A/77)/(G/77).
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Examination of the natural diagram involving X, X\H, XjG, and

iX¡H)HG¡H) shows that g is a homeomorphism. Hence the orbit map from

A to XjG factors into the two orbit maps from X to X/H and from X/H to

X/G, both of which are open. A homeomorphism of period px ■ ■ ■ pk is an

action of ZVi...Vk and so the factorization A-í-A/Zj^—»A/Z^^-»- • •->

XlZPi...Pk produces the result we seek. □

In particular, if h is of order 2k, we have

Corollary 6. Let h be a homeomorphism of period 2k defined on a

space X. Then the orbit map f associated with « can be written as the super-

position of k open simple maps.
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